Hand pose estimation is to predict the pose parameters representing a 3D hand model, such as locations of hand joints. This problem is very challenging due to large changes in viewpoints and articulations, and intense selfocclusions, etc. Many researchers have investigated the problem from both aspects of input feature learning and output prediction modelling. Though effective, most of the existing discriminative methods only give a deterministic estimation of target poses. Also, due to their single-value mapping intrinsic, they fail to adequately handle self-occlusion problems, where occluded joints present multiple modes. In this paper, we tackle the self-occlusion issue and provide a complete description of observed poses given an input depth image through a hierarchical mixture density network (HMDN) framework. In particular, HMDN leverages the state-of-the-art CNN module to facilitate feature learning, while proposes a density in a two-level hierarchy to reconcile single-valued and multi-valued mapping in the output. The whole framework is naturally end-to-end trainable with a mixture of two differentiable density functions. HMDN produces interpretable and diverse candidate samples, and significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art algorithms on benchmarks that exhibit occlusions.
Introduction
Hand pose estimation gains an increasing interest with the availability of commercial depth cameras and the need of applications in human-computer interactions, such as virtual reality (VR) [5] , sign language recognition [3, 29] , activity recognition [14] . Generally, there are two typical camera settings: third-person viewpoints, where the camera is set in front of a user and first-person (or egocentric) viewpoints, where the camera is mounted on the head (many VR glasses, for examples), or shoulder. Though in both settings the estimation shares some same challenges, like the full range of global rotations, complex articulations, self-occlusions and self-similar parts of hands, the selfocclusions happen less frequently in third-viewpoints due to typical hand motions. For example, there are less than 9% of occluded finger joints in the two widely used benchmarks, ICVL [23] and NYU [24] respectively.
Most discriminative methods in hand pose estimation learn a mapping from an input image to its pose parameters, and perform well on the third-viewpoint setting. However, they fail to handle the occlusion problems frequently encountered in egocentric viewpoints. They treat the mapping to be single-valued without being aware that when occlusions occur, there may exist multiple pose hypotheses for the input image. For the input image in Fig. 1a where the pinky finger is occluded, there are multiple ground truth pose labels in the BigHand dataset [30] . They are shown in yellow skeletons in Fig. 1b and Fig. 1c .
Given a set of hand images with 3D joint coordinate location labels, discriminative methods, convolutional neural networks (CNN) for example, minimize a sum-of-squares error function and the minimization of the error function outputs estimations which approximate the averages of the target locations conditioned on the input images. When all the joints in the input image are visible, the mapping is single-valued and the conditional average is correct, though the average only provides a limited description of the properties of the target locations. In the occlusion cases, however, which happen frequently in hand images and are particularly severe in the egocentric and hand-object interaction scenarios, the mapping is multi-valued due to the existence of multiple poses for the occluded joints. The conditional average of all the correct joint locations is not necessarily a correct estimation. The red skeleton in Fig. 1b shows a CNN estimation trained with the sum-of-squares error function. For the visible joints, the estimation is interpretable and close to the ground truth while for the occluded joints, the CNN gives an estimation physically implausible and not close to one of the given poses. This can be further clarified in the following. Assuming that the locations of joints on the finger have two possible configurations (P1 and P2 shown in Fig. 1d ), if a CNN with a sum-of-squares error function is trained on two identical images but with two different ground truth labels, it gives the estimation in red in Fig. 1d , which is apparently not a plausible pose.
Further, CNN trained with the minimization of the sumof-squares error not only outputs an average that may not be correct itself but also lacks of the description of the properties of the target joint locations. The discriminative method often serves as the initialisation of a generative method. For generative methods which search the entire pose space to find a best hypothesis that minimizes the discrepancy between the rendered image and the input image, a distribution that well fits the data not only reduces the search space and thus ensures a faster convergence but also avoids local minimas by providing diverse candidates. Combined with only the deterministic estimation of existing discriminative methods, however, the generative methods tend to be ignorant of the region to be explored ahead and also can not treat the optimization of visible joints and occluded joints separately.
In this paper, a hierarchical mixture density network (HMDN) is proposed to give a complete description of hand poses given images with occlusions by modelling conditional probability distributions of the target joint locations. The distribution for a joint is modelled in a two-level hierarchy to reconcile the single-and multi-valued mapping problems conditioned on the visibility of the joint. The first level is a distribution for a latent variable representing the visibility of a joint and the second level is a distribution for the joint location dependent on the visibility: the visible joint represented by a single Gaussian kernel corresponding its single-valued mapping trait and the occluded joint represented by a mixture of multiple Gaussian kernels to fit the multi-valued mapping. To leverage CNN for effective feature learning, the hierarchical mixture density of the distribution is topped upon a CNN output layer and the whole framework can be trained end-to-end with the differentiable density function. To the best of our knowledge, the proposed HMDN is the first time that gives estimation by a conditional distribution with the awareness of occlusion in 3D hand pose estimation.
Related Work

Hand Pose Estimation
For free hand motions, the methods explicitly tackling the self-occlusions are rare as most existing datasets are collected in third-viewpoints and the proportions of occluded joints are small. Franziska et al. [8] point that many existing methods fail to work under occlusions and even commercial systems claiming for egocentric viewpoints often fail under large occlusions. However, there are some approaches working on hand-object interactions while dealing with the occlusions. Franziska et al. [8] and Rogez et al. [13, 12] use synthetic images for training a model for difficult egocentric views. Sridhar et al. [19, 17, 18] and Dimitrios et al. [25] exploit the estimation of the discriminative methods to aid the search of the generative methods. The discriminative methods used in these approaches are deterministic.
On the other hand, existing discriminative methods do not address multi-modalities nor do not model the difference in the data distribution for visible joints and occluded joints. For pose regression based on CNN, the loss of the methods [10, 9, 24, 28] is the sum-of-squares error, resulting in the issues we have discussed when occlusions exist. For regression based on random forests, as the estimation is made from the data in the leaf node, it is convenient to fit a multi-modal model to the data. However, with no information of which joints are visible or occluded, the data in all leaf nodes is modelled either by mean-shift [23, 20, 16] (uni-modal) or a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [22] .
Mixture Models
Mixture density network(MDN) is first proposed in [1] to enable neural network to produce distribution and overcome the limitation of the sum-of-squares error function. Zen et al. [31] use MDN for acoustic modelling and Kinoshita et al. [7] for speech feature enhancement. Variani [26] proposes to learn the feature for a GMM and the model jointly. All these work only applies MDN to model acoustic signals without an adaptation of the mixture density model. Our paper not only applies MDN to hand pose estimation but also extends MDN by a two-level hierarchy to fit the specific mixture of single-valued and multi-valued problems. A similar hierarchical mixture model is proposed in [4] to represent "useful" data and "noise" by different subcomponents and a Bayesian approach is used to learn the parameters of the mixture model. Different from the work, we model a conditional distribution and use a CNN to discriminatively learn the parameters of the model.
Model Representation
Hierarchical Mixture Density Network
We assume the generation of a hand depth image is controlled by two sets of parameters: one represents the pose parameter of a 3D hand model and the other generates a 2D image from the 3D hand model. The image formation is not simply by projecting each point of the 3D model onto the 2D image but also considers the decision of the visibility of each projected pixel in the 2D image. We simplify the generation of 2D image from the 3D hand model to be controlled by a vector that denotes whether the hand bones (than joints here) are visible not. Our problem, inverse of the process, is finding the configuration of the pose parameter given an image.
Let x be the hand image and y the 3D pose representing the hand model associated with the image. Each pose y represents a set of 3D locations for hand joints {y i }, where y i ∈ R 3 , i = 1, .., d and i indexes different hand joints. d joints are treated independently. i is also used to identify the bone associated with the i-th joint, hereinafter we use the index for bones and joints interchangeably.
When a bone is visible, the joint location is deterministic and when a bone is occluded, there are usually multiple candidates for the joint location. In order to address this issue, we use a two-level mixture density model to represent y, by which we can switch between two cases and provide a full description of the target poses. Conditioned on an input image x, the pose y is drawn from two subcomponents depending on the visibility: the first one that is a uni-modal distribution, generating locations for visible joints and the second subcomponent that is a multi-modal distribution, generates locations for joints under occlusion. As d hand joints are independent, to facilitate the explanation, for all the variables below we leave the subscript i. The distribution of y is conditioned on x, but for simplicity, we omit the condition x in the following.
First, a binary variable v is introduced to represent whether the joint is visible or not, which takes a Bernoulli distribution
When v = 1, the joint is visible in the image and the location is deterministic. Considering the label noise, we assume the pose y is generated from a uni-modal Gaussian distribution
When a joint is occluded, i.e. v = 0, there are multiple hypotheses for the locations and thus we assume the pose is generated from a multi-modal distribution by a GMM with J components, which is dependent on a hidden variable z. π j = 1, equation (3) can be re-written as p(y|Π, ,
With all components defined, the distribution for y depending on v is
and the joint distribution of y and v is
Equation (4) shows that the generation of a pose y given the input image x is in two levels: first, a sample v is drawn from (1) and then depending on the value of v, a hypothesis is drawn either from a uni-modal Gaussian or a GMM. As v is not available during testing, the joint distribution (5) of v and y should be known to generate a pose.
The above distribution is for one joint y i , so for the full pose, which consists of d independent joints, the distribution for the full pose is obtained by multiplying all the distributions of individual joints. For the observed full poses Y = {y n } for x, the likelihood of Y and visibility v of all joints given the parameters is
and our aim is to find the parameters conditioned to maximize the likelihood.
Note that the hierarchical mixture density (4) and the joint distribution (5) is conditioned on x. All the parameters
The joint density(5) is differentiable, we choose the CNN to learn the functions for the parameters.
As shown in Fig. 2 , the parameters are put in the output layer of the CNN, which are made up of three parts for each joint: w i for the visibility variable in (1), µ i , σ i for the unimodal Gaussian in (2), and i , Γ i , Π i for the GMM in (3) . Different activation functions are used to force the outputs to satisfy the range of the parameters. For instance, σ is activated by an exponential function to remain a positive value and π by a softmax function to be in [0, 1]. Depending on the visibility prediction (the value of w), the parameters for the uni-modal Gaussian or GMM are chosen to compute the loss, which is depicted in two colours. For example, the joints on the pinky finger displayed in Fig. 2 are occluded according to the ground truth (or prediction), GMMs are chosen to compute the likelihood. For other joints, single Gaussian Models are chosen.
Training and Testing
Given a dataset with F images and labels for the location and the visibility of the joints, defined by the triplets {{x, Y, v} f |f = 1...F }, the likelihood over the whole dataset is
the frame x f . Thus, our goal is to learn the functions from the input images to the parameter configurations of the hierarchical mixture density by maximizing the likelihood on the dataset.
We use the negative logarithmic likelihood as our loss function,
where the three loss functions correspond to the three branches in Fig. 2 . During testing, when an image x is fed into the network, the prediction for the i-th joint location is diverted to different branches according to the prediction of the visibility of the joint. If w i is larger than 0.5, the prediction (or sampling) for the location is made by the uni-modal Gaussian distribution; otherwise, the GMM. However, when the prediction for the visibility is errorneous, the prediction for the location will be wrong, as during training, the parameters for the uni-modal Gaussian distribution have not seen samples for occluded joints and also the parameters for GMM have not accounted samples for visible joints. This introduces a bias as during testing: the visibility variable is drawn from the predicted distribution, which is different from that in training.
To help the bias problem, instead of maximizing the likelihood of the joint distribution using the visibility ground truth of joints, we use M samples {v m } drawn from the estimated distribution (1) for the visibility variable v. Therefore, the v f i in (9)(10) is replaced by M m=1 v f im , which equates w when M is large enough. So, the losses (9)(10) are changed into
The modified losses (11)(12) can be seen as a soft version of the original ones (9)(10).
Degradation into Mixture Density Network
HMDN degrades into MDN without the supervision by the ground truth for learning the visibility variable. The other form of equation (4) is
which is re-written as
where π J+1 = w, ε J+1 = µ, γ J+1 = σ and π j = (1 − w)π j , ε j = ε j , γ j = γ j , j = 1...J. Equation (14) is a GMM with J+1 component because w in (13) , which is learnt by the supervision of target location, is absorbed into π . Though can be written in the same mathematical form, HMDN and MDN have different physical meanings and exhibit differently according to the data.
Experiments
Datasets
Public benchmarks for hand pose estimation are collected mostly in third-viewpoints and do not offer plenty of occluded joints with multiple pose labels. We investigate the four datasets, ICVL [21] , NYU [24] , MSHD [16] and BigHand [30] , and exploit those containing a higher portion of occluded joints. The proportion of occluded finger joints and the number of training and testing images are listed in Table 1 . For the BigHand dataset, we use the ego-centric subset, and part of the skeletons collected in third-viewpoint subset which exhibits abundant articulations are used to augment the modalities of occluded joints. The ego-centric subset consists of 9 subjects. We choose 2 subjects as a part of the testing set and randomly select clips of frames( each clip last to 10 seconds) captured from the other 7 subjects as the other part of the testing set. The remaining frames form the training set. This dataset is denoted as EgoBigHand, used for main experiments. More results are also shown on MSHD and NYU datasets. The images in these datasets are only labelled with joint locations without the visibility information of hand parts. To get the visibility label for training HMDN and analysing the results w.r.t. occlusions, we use a sphere model similar to [11] . The sphere centres are inferred from the ground truth joint locations. The image pixels are assigned to the spheres according to their distance and hand parts whose spheres have the number of pixels below a threshold are found as occluded. Sphere model and examples of assigned pixels are shown in Fig. 3. 
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Self-comparisons
The CNN network used is the U-net proposed in [15] , by adapting the final layers to fully connected layers for regression. All the networks are trained using Adam [6] and the best learning rate is searched for each network.
In the previous section, we showed that HMDN degrades to MDN, when there is no supervision on the latent visibility variables. MDN is one of our baselines. To compare MDN with HMDN fairly, the number of Gaussian kernels of MDN and HMDN is set the same, i.e. the number of kernels of MDN is J + 1. The other baseline is the standard CNN trained with the least squares error. In [2] , it is shown that maximization of the likelihood function under a uni-modal Gaussian distribution for a linear model is equivalent to minimizing a sum-of-squares error. Also observed in Table 2 , the estimation error of the centre of a uni-modal Gaussian model is about the same as the prediction error of the CNN trained with the least squares error. For further comparisons under the same probabilistic framework, we replace the deterministic CNN with the CNN with a single Gaussian kernel and trained with the negative logarithmic likelihood (denoted as SGN).
Qualitative Analyses
To compare the distributions estimated by different models, 100 samples for each finger tip are drawn from the distributions and scattered in the 3D space where the multiple ground truth skeletons are shown, see Fig. 4 . In the third to sixth columns, more details about the distribution shapes are shown by a closer look in two viewpoints, for the samples of the visible index finger tip and occluded ring finger tip. HMDN is motivated by the intrinsic mapping difference: single-valued mapping for visible and multi-valued mapping for occluded joints. Our results, shown in Fig. 4 , demonstrate its ability of modelling this difference by producing interpretable and diverse candidate samples accordingly: samples for visible joints are distributed compact and centred around the ground truth and samples for occluded joints are shaped in their movement range.
In contrast to SGN shown in the top row, whose samples for occluded ring and pinky finger tips are scattered in a broad sphere range, samples produced by HMDN shown in the bottom row form an arc-shaped region, the movement range within the kinematic constraints. For visible joints, SGN and HMDN produce samples in a compact region while the samples from MDN scatter in a larger region, which may cause difficulty for later stages, generative methods for examples, due to the self-similar appearance of fingers.
With the aid of visibility supervision, HMDN well handles the self-occlusion problem by tailoring different models for respective occasions. The resulting compact distributions that fit both visible joints and occluded joints are important for many hybrid methods. For discriminativegenerative pipelines, the distribution largely reduces the space to be explored but also is able to produce diverse candidates to avoid being stuck at local minimas in the generative part. For methods that exploit temporal information and per-frame pose estimation, the distributions of occluded joints estimated by HMDN can be combined with motion information like the speed, direction etc. This would give a sharp response at a certain location than uniformly distributed. It is also useful for applications using reinforcement learning to speed up the learning process.
Quantitative Analyses
The superiority of HMDN to SGN and MDN is further supported by the quantitative results demonstrated in Table 2 and Fig. 5 , where J is set 10. As almost all prior work uses the euclidean distance of a hypothesis to the ground truth as a measure metric(the distance is in the unit of millimetre), we adopt this euclidean error by following the conversion, but be aware that the metric gives an advantage to SGN as euclidean errors favour sphere-like distribution. Sphere radius On one hand, HMDN is able to provide diverse yet interpretable samples for occluded joints as MDN while SGN is not. In Table 2 , the centres of the Gaussian kernels of the distributions are used to compare. To demonstrate the diversity, two settings are considered: one kernel from each model is chosen(1 candidate) and all kernels are considered (11 candidates) . When only one candidate is to be provided, MDN chooses the maximum modality(with a maximum ratio of π/σ) and HMDN either chooses the single Gaussian kernel or the maximum modality kernel depending on the prediction of the visibility. When all kernels are to be compared, SGN draws more samples from the unimodal distribution in addition to the kernel centre and when visible, HMDN does the same. The metric is the closest distance to the ground truth among the samples.
For occluded joints, the error drops of MDN and HMDN from 1 candidate to 11 candidates, 16.6mm and 15.6mm respectively, are more than double that of SGN, 6.3mm . This reflects what has been illustrated in Fig. 4 : the shapes of the samples of MDN and HMDN are overlaid with the movement range of the predicted joint while the samples of SGN are not as interpretable, scattered in a very large sphere.
On the other hand, HMDN produces samples as compact as SGN does while MDN fails. Though in Table 2 , HMDN has the best performance in both 1 candidate and 11 candidates setting under the euclidean error metric, it does not demonstrate the compactness and the improvement from HMDN is marginal. To quantitatively support the compactness as shown in Fig. 4 , inspired by the PCK(percentage of correct keypoints) [27] in human pose estimation, we propose percentage of correct samples as the other metric: the percentage of samples that hits the sphere centred at the ground truth location, which is essentially the integral of the distribution density in the region around the ground truth. 100 samples are drawn and the percentage of samples falling into the sphere with radius from 5mm to 20mm are shown in Fig. 5 . The percentage curve for visible joints of HMDN is almost overlapped with that of SGN while that of MDN is lower by a significantly large margin, shown in left in Fig. 5 . Despite that the maximum modality of the distribution produced by MDN gives estimations very closer to that of SGN and HMDN, the curves indicate that the variance of the distribution is much higher than SGN and HMDN.
Another observance is that HMDN not just combines the advantages of SGN and MDN but also further improves the advantages of SGN and MDN as shown in Table 2 and Fig. 5 . This may be largely due to the visibility supervision, with which HMDN can learn the distribution with models fitting the different data types and results in an easy optimization. 
Comparison with the state-of-the-art
It is not straightforward to compare other work because 1) most of the prior-work produces deterministic estimation; 2) frequently used hand pose datasets contain little occlusion as demonstrated in Table 1 . As MSHD has a considerable number of occluded joints both in training and testing set, we choose to compare two methods on it. [22, 28] both sample from the discriminative outputs and are able to produce multiple hypotheses. As both methods follow hierarchical structures and have many stages to refine their prediction, to make a fair comparison, we use a CNN network to estimate the global rotation and translation of the hand pose and conditioned on the estimated rotation and translation, HMDN is trained on the dataset.
Ye et al. [28] essentially use a deterministic CNN. To produce multiple samples, they jitter around the CNN prediction, which can be treated as a unimodal Gaussian. Tang et al. [22] use decision forest to estimate the joint angles and in each leaf node of trees (3 trees in the forest), the data points are modelled by GMM with 3 kernels. During testing, samples are drawn from 3 GMMs from 3 trees, which can be seen as a GMM with 9 kernels.
To make a comparison about the distribution predicted, N samples are drawn and the minimum error to the ground truth among N samples are used to compare. Fig. 6 demon-strates the change of the minimum error with N. HMDN outperforms both methods significantly. HMDN and Ye et al. are both CNN-based methods. When N is 1, the errors of the methods are close, with HMDN a slightly better. However, Ye et al. are not able to produce diverse samples to reach lower errors as in HMDN. Though, with GMM, Tang et al. are able to providing diverse candidates, the variance of the samples is much higher than HMDN as the errors with smaller numbers of samples are large. From the trend of the error curves in Fig. 6 , HMDN demonstrates the superiority of both unimodal Gaussian model and GMM: compact distribution with lower bias and diverse samples.
HMDN has also been evaluated on NYU dataset. Almost all the joints in the training set are visible while on the testing set, there are up to 36% occluded joints. This implies all the joints in the testing dataset will be wrongly predicted as visible joints. Despite the ill-setting for HMDN, the method does not fail but degrades into SGN. Oberweger et al. [9] reported the best accuracy, 12.3mm, on the dataset and other errors of prior work listed in [9] range from 13.4mm to 19.8mm. The errors of HMDN and SGN are 16.3mm and 15.9mm. 
Conclusion
